
GADGET SHORT / COLOR : CHINO, OLIVE, DOUBLE NAVY,
BLACK, GREIGE, GRAVEL GREY, TOBACCO

GADGET PANT / COLOR : CHINO, OLIVE, DOUBLE NAVY,
BLACK, GREIGE, GRAVEL GREY, TOBACCO 

G104-OGT / G105-OGT

GADGET SHORT / GADGET PANT

© 2021 GRAMICCI

Appearing for the first time this season, these gadget shorts, as the name 
implies, have the special feature of being equipped on both sides with large 
pockets that can store a variety of tools. The main fabric has excellent 
durability, using twill fabric made from 100% organic cotton that makes it adept 
for more athletic situations, and uses a durable canvas fabric for the pocket 
portions that make it easy to hold things, while also accented with the contrast 
of two types of materials by means of applying a garment dye. The silhouette, 
which has a reasonable amount of room and a smart appearance, can fit in from 
the mountains to the city.

New style of multipurpose casual and
climbing wear shorts with excellent storage capacity
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This season features a substantial amount of graphical items that are linked to 
the collection's theme of the 80s and 90s American outdoors. The collection is 
comprised of a somehow nostalgic sense, with the iconic "G" logo and vivid 
colors, combined with pop illustrations that also resonate with street culture. 
The variety of items is wide, with T-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, sweatshirts, and 
sweatshirt hoodies. They can be used for coordinating a variety of outfits and 
will prove useful not just during the spring and summer seasons but all year 
round.

GRAPHICS

© 2021 GRAMICCI

Expressing America's Outdoor Culture
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These are reprinted versions of the iconic "Jam Shorts" produced by Gramicci 
when they first appeared on the scene. Their unusually wide silhouette 
compared to other shorts make them easier to move around in. In fact they even 
got their name from the fact that they are "easy to jam in." By utilizing the same 
ripstop material used in the 90s that only looks better with age, we've come up 
with a design that works really well with "palm straps." These functional sandals 
feature an extremely grippy outer sole, a toe guard with drainage holes to 
prevent water from pooling inside the sandal, as well as a footbed made of EVA 
for a more comfortable fit.

GRAMICCI JAM SHORT / COLOR : GREY PIGMENT, BLUE PIGMENT
PALM STRAP / COLOR : BLUE, BLACK

These reprinted versions of the now famous shorts
go perfectly with sporty sandals

G2SM-P054 / G2SF-068 

GRAMICCI JAM SHORT / PALM STRAP

© 2021 GRAMICCI
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Wide pants tailored with 11 ounce denim made of organic cotton. Two colors of 
denim panels with different thickness serve as the accent. With excellent 
durability, as well as flexibility and strength, these pants are optimal for frequent 
use, and you can look forward to their change as it they are worn over the years. 
Maintaining volume all over, from the hips and around the thigh area as well as 
from the knee extending to the hem, these pants have the widest shape of all 
the pants in Gramicci, and are appealing for both their outstanding quality and 
comfortable fit.

COLOR : DARK INDIGO, MID INDIGO, NATURAL, PATCH WORK

Thick pants paneled with two colors of denim

G2SM-P043 

DENIM WIDE PANT

© 2021 GRAMICCI
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This season we are offering a wide variety of 
accessories made of the lightweight, tear-resistant 
and highly durable ripstop fabric. We have a range 
of bags, from shoulder bags with plenty of space 
for your items to little "sacoches" which are perfect 
for little trips out. We also have variety of unique 
accessories such as minimalist caps and hats. All 
items come in a wide range of colors, from a 
military-inspired green to a versatile black. Ideal 
both for daily use and for more adventurous 
outdoor pursuits.

A variety of light,
strong and useful accessories

ACCESSORIES

© 2021 GRAMICCI
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The "Active Shell" line that was introduced this season is characterized by its 
crisp, resilient texture. It is a durable fabric that is not only water resistant and 
windproof, but is also resistant to chlorine. The cargo shorts made of this 
versatile material are able to withstand sudden downpours or gusts of wind with 
ease. With their comfortable shape and cargo pockets these shorts are as at 
home on a mountainside or at the beach as they are in town. The flight jacket, 
also made of that same material, has a simple design with a hood built in to the 
collar and multiple pockets, making it ideal for outdoor activities.

SHELL CARGO SHORT / COLOR : BLACK, DARK NAVY, 
SLATE GREY, RED, FOREST GREEN, TAN,PURPLE

SHELL FLIGHT JACKET / COLOR : DARK NAVY, SLATE GREY, RED, TAN

G2SM-P026 / G2SM-J027  

SHELL CARGO SHORT / SHELL FLIGHT JACKET

© 2021 GRAMICCI

Versatile water resistant and windproof gear
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COLOR : CHINO, OLIVE, DOUBLE NAVY, BLACK,
GREIGE, GRAVEL GREY, TOBACCO

 As the name implies, this new product is most suitable for those who love to 
travel. 4 large pockets are equipped across the front and to the rear, boasting 
storage capability that renders a bag useless. With strength and flexibility, as 
well as excellent durability through the use of twill fabric made of 100% organic 
cotton, they can tolerate even the most extreme movements. They were tailored 
to be just the right pants for traveling. Its design is rooted in climbing, with, 
among others, a loose shape, a webbing belt, and drawstring for waist 
adjustment, points that give rise to its comfortable fit.

G2SW-P090 

W’ S VOYAGER PANT

© 2021 GRAMICCI

Equipped with a variety of pockets and
adaptable for use on trips
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These are the shortest shorts in Gramicci's lineup. As their name might suggest, 
these shorts have a cut that wouldn't be out of place climbing a steep ravine, 
and they feature flap pockets on the back which are incredibly versatile. The 
high density shell material is water resistant and windproof, making it ideal for 
exploring in changeable conditions. Being suitable for a number of different 
applications and weather conditions it's up to you to decide how you want to use 
them. They also come in a wide variety of colors, so we're sure you'll find exactly 
the pair tha you want.

COLOR : BLACK, DARK NAVY, SLATE GREY, RED, FOREST GREEN,
TAN, PURPLE, PAISLEY,CRAZY LIME,CRAZY PURPLE

G2SM-P069

SHELL CANYON SHORT

© 2021 GRAMICCI

A new style of shorts that will make you
want to be more active
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High density ripstop is lightweight and solid multifunctional fabric often used in 
the military field. This season, many items are being developed that make use of 
such traits with a military aesthetic. Starting with two-way cargo pants that can 
also be used as shorts with fasteners at the knee area, a field jacket with a hood 
that can be stored in the collar and equipped with pockets structured in multiple 
layers, and a hat equipped with a wide brim, the collection features amazing 
pieces that boast both design with a deep military flavor and useful functionality 
for daily use.

UTILITY ZIP-OFF CARGO / COLOR : ARMY GREEN, BLACK
UTILITY FIELD JACKET / COLOR : ARMY GREEN, BLACK
UTILITY BOONIE HAT / COLOR : ARMY GREEN, BLACK

G2SM-P036 / G2SM-J037 / G2SA-039 

UTILITY ZIP -OFF CARGO / UTILITY FIELD JACKET / UTILITY BOONIE HAT
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A fusion of military aesthetics and practical functions
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